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Interdisciplinary Programs
The “space between our disciplines” is intellectually rich, educationally
vibrant, and professionally productive. Our interdisciplinary degree
options provide a strong foundation of use-inspired, experientially
informed course work and research opportunities. Our programs are
designed to produce graduates equipped to engage the international
marketplace and shape global culture.

Programs
Master of Science
• Arts Administration and Cultural Entrepreneurship (http://
catalog.northeastern.edu/graduate/arts-media-design/
interdisciplinary-programs/arts-administration-culturalentrepreneurship-ms)
• Urban Planning and Policy (http://catalog.northeastern.edu/
graduate/social-sciences-humanities/public-policy-urban-affairs/
urban-planning-policy-ms)

Graduate Certiﬁcate
• Arts Administration (http://catalog.northeastern.edu/graduate/
arts-media-design/interdisciplinary-programs/arts-administrationgraduate-certiﬁcate)
• Cultural Entrepreneurship (http://catalog.northeastern.edu/
graduate/arts-media-design/interdisciplinary-programs/culturalentrepreneurship-graduate-certiﬁcate)

Courses

AACE 6020. Experiential Study in Arts Administration. 3 Hours.
Offers students an opportunity to learn best practices in arts project
management, including how to assess and scope a project, develop a
timeline with clear action items and goals, relay needs and expectations
to clients, research materials to assist in the process, and measure and
deliver project results. Faculty coach students to cultivate professional
skill sets, build competency around key areas of student interest, and
bridge theory with practice. Students receive feedback from their project
sponsor, review lessons learned, and incorporate suggestions to improve
and further develop their career plans. Seeks to support the development
of business communication skills, project and client management skills,
and frameworks for analysis.
AACE 6110. Information Technology for Arts and Cultural Organizations.
3 Hours.
Offers nontechnical students an opportunity to obtain a clear and current
understanding of key information technology (IT) concepts set in the
context of arts and cultural organizations and to empower them to
make decisions that map technology to strategy. Covers how to identify
technical terms, stakeholders, and issues; evaluate IT challenges; apply
best-practice frameworks; and identify business needs and compare
technical solutions in order to minimize cost and maximize strategic
alignment. Combines readings, casework, video lectures, screen casts,
guest videos, and a hands-on approach to researching solutions and
leading change. Includes both group and individual deliverables that
students synthesize to create and present a ﬁnal project.

AACE 6000. Arts and Culture Organizational Leadership. 3 Hours.
Offers an overview and introduction to leadership knowledge areas,
tools, and skills sets for the arts and culture sector. Key topics include
issues and challenges in the management of arts-oriented organizations,
leadership characteristics and techniques for arts and culture teams,
balancing organizational priorities with artistic vision and values,
board formation and management, audience outreach, and operational
practices. Focuses on the administration of people and processes to
communicate mission; realize goals; and effectively manage the creative
resources, human resources, and ﬁnancial challenges of nonproﬁt arts
and cultural organizations.

AACE 6200. Programming and Community Engagement for Cultural
Entrepreneurs. 3 Hours.
Examines the role and tools of the cultural entrepreneur and investigates
practical and tactical approaches centered around real-world examples.
Topics include how cultural entrepreneurs turn new ideas into concrete
initiatives and how they communicate with and learn from their
audiences and communities to assess and evaluate the implementation
of cultural endeavors. Offers students an opportunity to create their
own cultural initiative from the ground up. Through modules covering
mission and vision, program evaluation, community engagement, and
basic resource management, the successful student should ﬁnish the
course with a real project “in a box,” ready to launch.

AACE 6010. Planning for Arts and Cultural Organizations. 3 Hours.
Offers an overview and introduction to knowledge areas and primary
skills sets for planning, launching, and sustaining arts and cultural
organizations. Key topics include evaluating opportunities in the arts and
culture sector; building effective vision, mission, and values for arts and
culture initiatives in balance with civic and community contexts; smart
approaches to arts and culture funding; developing sustainable and
flexible strategic plans; and planning challenges for the contemporary
strategic arts organization.

AACE 6210. Building Value Through Cultural Enterprise. 3 Hours.
Examines the question of value through the lens of cultural institutions
big and small. Explores examples from real-world case studies. Focuses
on areas of value, ways to measure impact on both qualitative and
quantitative levels, and how to demonstrate that impact to a variety of
audiences from our daily visitors to our federal government. Value in
the cultural sector is a critical question that institutions and individuals
working in this area must answer on a regular basis for themselves, their
constituents, and their supporters.

